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PREFACE

This document is a technical report covering ti;"-r- .'rotrnm -

demonstrate the feasibility of magnetizing lar-- rare eth '.=,

permanment magnets subsequent to their assembly in 'me . -

structures. This program is part of an overall Air Force -fr,

develop lightweight, low cost, high performance motors -and gene_rat: rs

for advanced aerospace applications. The work was performed bvhe

Armament and Electrical Systems Department of Ihe 'Qec: Ei-:tri'

Company. Binghamton, New York under Air Force C ntract ,o.F33315-79-

C-2057.

The work was sponsored by the Aero Propulsion Lab,>'n ". A" 

,right Aeronaut i cal Laboratories, W r i 4- hP erscPa Al.

Ohio (45433: under Project 3145. Task 314529. Nrk 1:'.- 2 ,52,9.-

with. Dr. W.U. Borger, AF,"'A,..POOS-2 serving as ,:., S Z'

The principal invest igators were: Dr. Lou Mlartin from !ne General

Electric Comu)ar , Corporate Research Center in Scrctadv

who optimized the safe demagnetization technijue Dr. John 'allnaIz

from the General Electric Company. Corporate Research Center i:

Schnectady. New York who performed the magnet ic ::Init e'-Mn

analysis: and Dinesh Tanej a from the G .eneral El1c -r i C :m-an: r n

and Electrical Systems Department in Erie. Penns-vl ....

fabricated, and tested the complex rotor structure :'-, :nen. i I

fixture.

A Iso cont r i bu1  i .: to tis ef fort as a 2-ons UI tn %',-t _ r
'rom the G neral lectr Comoany, e e n n r

Schnectady, e'.,; York and Victor Mishkouskv )f the General

Compan.'s Wilfred F. Skeats Laboratory. Phil'idelphia. Pen, sva.nia

Also contrtbut :ng t the magnet izat : e:',rt vas LDJ
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

In the magn(tized state, all permanent magnets have an attraction to

other ferromagnetic materials. This attractive force causes magne:1c

debris to accumulate and stick to the surface of the maznet Also.

magnetic attraction can cause the magnet to impact other magnetic carts

if not properly handled causing the brittle magnet :o fracture and be-

come unusable. These problems are particularly serious with te reti.-

zivelv new rare earth 'cobalt magnets which have an ex-remeiv high ener-

gy product (>lDMGO ) and are very brittle.

In the case of permanent magnet materials other than rare earth cc-

balt. the above mentioned problems are sometimes avoided b% handling

the magnets in the demagnetized state. After assembly, the magnets are

magnetized by the application of an external field of up to 20KO e

This is a relatively low magnetizing field and can be at-ained easily

in rather complex structures.

Rare earth/cobalt magnets have a very high coercive force (o toe

order of 15KO e to 30KOe) in comparison to the other tvyes ot -<rma.en-

magnets, see Figure 1. Magnet vendors, in order to assure total satur-

ation during magnetization. use fields far in excess of 3KO . Attain-

ment of this magnetization field is considered imractical when tr-in7

to achieve magnetization in a complex rotor structure' tous. toe mag-

net has been purchased in the fully magnetized condition from tne maz-

net vendor.

Rare earth/cobalt magnets as applied to the 150 KVA Variable Speed

Constant Frequency (VSCF) Generator Rotor*, (see Figure ! have demon-

strated their capability and advantages in a high speed, high power

density machine. The high energy product of these magne-s ::ive times

greater than other commercial magnets) is necessary to -chieve the
*USAF Contract F33615-74-C-2037. See Final Program Report AFAPL-TR-

78-104 for further details of design and construc::on.
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high power density machine. This high energy product is due to a very

high intrinsic coercive force which is usually in excess-, of 15 K Oer-

steds (O).

Assembling a rotor, such as the 150 KVA VSCF rotor disc (see Figure 3)

with fully magnetized magnets is difficult, time consuming and costly.

The magnets attract or repel each other and are attracted to other

magnetic parts of the rotor structure and the surrounding manufactur-

ing area. When brought into close contact, the resulting forces can

approach 40 pounds. This makes the magnets and magnet assemblies dif-

ficult to handle. It' a magnet impacts other magnetic parts. tih&I im-

pact force can be large enough to cause the brittle magnet to break or

chip making it unacceptable for use. Also. the magnets in the magne-

tized state attract small magnetic chips and particles, such as grind-

ing dust, which are present in any rotating equipment manufacturing

facility. These chips and particles are not easily removed and yet

must be removed in each step of fabrication to meet strict assembly

requirements.

Because of the above mentioned handling difficulties with rare earth/

cobalt magnets in the magnetized state, it would be highly desirable

to use magnets in the unmagnetized state during the fabrication of

the rotor and to magnetize them in place after the assembly and ma-

chining is complete.

The objective of this program is: (1) to investigate and develop a

process/procedure to demagnetize rare earth/cobalt magnets, (2) to

minimize the loss of the capability after they have been character-

ized, and (3) minimize the field required to remagnetize these magnets.

Then using these demagnetized magnets, demonstrate remagnetization

aft,-r assembly in a complex rotor structure to achieve a maximum final

magnetic pronerty.
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2. BACKGROUND

This report concludes a two-phase program to domonst rate the feas -Ii ]-

itv or magnetizing large rare earth/cobalt permanfnt magnt.s suhsf'-

quent to their assembly in a comolex rotor structure. Two separate t ((:'h-

nologies were pursued under this program. The first involved the opti-

mization of a demagnetization technology to allow "safe" demagnetiza-

tion (to near zero remanence) of previously magnetized rare earth/cobalt

magnets. A "safe" demagnetization procedure is considered to be one

that allows for remagnetization of the magnets to near full strength

with field levels not exceeding those required for virgin magnets.

This "safe" demagnetization procedure must also not detrimentally ef-

fect the physical properties of the magnets. The second technology

area pursued was the design and fabrication of a fixture to remagne-

tize the magnets subsequent to their assembly in a rotor structure.

The first phase was comprised of two tasks. The following is a list

of items under these tasks:

TASK 1 - "SAFE" DEMAGNETIZATION PROCEDURE

o Define and optimize the temperature and field conditions

required to homogeneously reduce the magnetization to

less than 500 gauss.

o Measure and minimize the non-recoverable. irreversible

losses due to oxidation and other structural changes.

o Measure and optimize the second quadrant (B vs 11) proper-

ties as a function of the remagnetizing field.

o Study the effect of the thermal demagnetization treatment

on the compressive load carrying capacity of the magnet.<.

in particular to show that no significant change re.sults

from the thermal demagneLization treatment.

o Based on the above results, generate a preliminary magnet

specification for demagnetization and remagnetization

treatment and the properties of a virgin magnet to be usd

in future magnetization in place effort.

(3



o Apply this process specification on 16 magnets for assem-

bly and test in a single rotor disc from the 150 KVA

Program.

TASK 2 - FIXTURE DESIGN

o Design a fixture to remagnetize the 150 KVA rotor disc

assembly

o Design a fixture to measure the magnetized 150 KVA rotor

disc assembly

The second phase was comprised of three tasks. They were:

Task 1 - Fabricate fixtures

o Magnetization

o Test

Task 2 - Remagnetization

o Assemble rotor disc with demagnetized magnets

o Magnetize disc with magnetization fixture

Task 4 - Test

o Measure rotor disc magnetized after assembly

o Measure rotor disc assembled with magnetized magne7s

3. PROBLEM SOLUTION DISCUSSION

Generally, one of two procedures is used to demagnetize permanent mag-

nets. A brief discussion follows on these methods and why :hey can

not be applied to rare earth/cobalt magnets.

The most common method to demagnetize magnets is to expose the magne:

to an alternating field whose initial peak value is somewhat greater

than the intrinsic coercive force (H ci) of the magnet (i.e., 0.5 KOe

to 5KO e ) and whose amplitude decreases to zero with time. In practice.
this is done simply by passing the magnet through an ac solenoid.

This approach does not work well with rare earth/cobalt magnets be-

cause of the high coercive force required. Either a large electro-

magnet or a superconducting magnet would have to be used to generate

this field. The large field required combined with the rate at which



these field sources must be reversed makes this approach impractical.

This approach has been tried on rare earth/cobalt magnets but the mag-

nets did not become fully demagnetized. Large macroscopic regions re-

mained that were still magnetized. The problems of magnetic dirt and

impact fractures were reduced but not removed completely. Thus, this

method does not meet program objectives.

The second method common for demagnetizing a magnet is to expose it to

a temperature above its Curie temperature. If the magnet is not ex-

posed to a magnetic field while cooling, the magnet will be in a full':

demagnetized state, both macroscopically and microscopically. This is

true of rare earth/cobalt magnets as well as other magnets.

Thus, thermal demagnetization above the Curie temperature appears

be a satisfactory approach to fully demagnetize rare earth/cobalt mag-

nets. However, heating above the Curie temperature changes the final

coercive force requiring extremely high magnetizing forces to realign

the magnetic domains in rare earth/cobalt magnets. The coercive force

and the demagnetization characteristics are strongly dependent upon

the rate of cooling from 875 0 C to 5000C. If the magnet is demagnetized

by this method, the resulting magnetic properties may vary widely. In

some applications this variation in magnetic properties could be toler-

ated. In the complex rotor considered, magnets of high ener~v

product are desirable. Therefore, until sufficient manufacturing ex-

perience and testing has demonstrated closely reproducible properties

on quenching from above 875°C, this approach to demagnetization is

unacceptable.

A third demagnetization approach has been identified for rare earth'

cobalt magnets which appears to satisfy the requirements of low field

for remagnetization (around 20KO) and predictable properties. In

this approach, the rare earth/cobalt magnetized magnet is subjected

to a moderate, elevated temperature (400-5000 C) and a moderate de-

magnetizing field, about 1000 Oe. The cooling rate from this exposure

is unimportant. The remagnetized magnet properties are virtually

3



identical to the initial properties. This method for demagnetizing

rare earth/cobalt magnets was patented (U.S. Patent 3,802,935 assigned

to the General Electric Company) by Martin and Parker in April 1974.

Microscopic examination of the demagnetized magnet by this process

reveals that the magnetic domain structure is nearly identical to a

magnet that has been exposed to temperatures above its Curie tempera-

ture, thus giving total demagnetization. The important feature differ-

ent from Curie temperature demagnetization lies in the domain struc-

ture. Each grain contains several domains and the domain walls are

not pinned by the grain boundaries. Therefore, the initial coercive

force and field required for magnetization is low. The 500 C exposure

does not appear to affect the microstructure which controls the remag-

netization coercive force.

4. TECHNICAL APPROACH PURSUED

The third approach described above was selected as the prime candidate

to meet the objective contained in Section F of the contract. This

approach provided the essential method to "demonstrate the feasib:,lity

of magnetizing large rare earth/cobalt magnets subsequent to their,

assembly in complex rotor structures."

9



SECTION II

SUMMARY

1. OVERVIEW

The overall program addressed the magnetization of rare earth/cobalt

permanent magnets subsequent to their assembly in complex rotor struc-

tures. The particular complex rotor structure used for this program

was a 14-pole disc that used circumferentiallv oriented magnets of

<20 million gauss oersted energy product. This arrangement is shown

in Figure 4. This rotor assembly had the following features:

o An air gap density equal to a wire wound excited machine

o Excellent resistance to demagnetization from armature

reaction

o Containment structure designed for high tip velocities,

<750 Feet/second

o Highest quality and highest energy product magnets avail-

able at the time of procurement (Magnets from this time

period were around a nominal value of 17 million gauss

oersteds.)

The above listed features are the characteristics for a carticular

rotor structure that provides an extremely rugged des.gn. This oartic-

ular rotor design was selected because it was considered -o be the

most difficult to remagnetize. Alternate rotor configurations could

be realized that would enable magnetization after assembly to be

accomplished more readily but would compromise the selected desi-n's

rugged features.

10
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2. PHASE I SUMMARY - DEMAGNETIZATION DEVELOPMENT/FIXTURE DESInY

The feasibility of a process for thermal demagnetization and then re-

magnetizing to an acceptable level of magnetic quality was demon-

strated. The demagnetization process consisted of heating to a temper-

ature near 450 0 C in the presence of a 1250 oersted demagnetizing field

before cooling to room temperature. The residual magnet magnetization

after treatment was +5C of its starting value. A remagnetization

field goal of 25-30 Kilo oersteds was selected as providing maximum re-

coverv at a level attainable in the remagnetization fixture.

Forty magnets were measured for their B:H characteristics. It was

shown that either the magnetic open circuit induction value or the

open circuit magnetization value could be used for the (BH) max evalu-

ation purposes.

The test of compressive strength of the thermally demagnetized magnets

showed no degradation of the magnet's physical properties. Thus, the

thermal demagnetization process did not affect the physical properties

of the magnets.

Normal magnetization calculations were completed which indicated mag-

netization of the complex rotor structure was feasible with a commer-

cially available power supply. Detail drawings of the magnetizing and

measuring fixtures were completed.

3. PHASE II SUMMARY - FIXTURE FABRICATION/REIMAGNETIZATION TEST

Difficulties in attaining the desired levels of magnetization were

encountered. Detailed magnetic Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tech-

niques were employed which enabled the magnetization fixture winding

location and magnetization current requirements to be optimized. The

FEA analysis conducted predicted magnetization of a complex rotor

structure was feasible if the magnetization current level could be

attained.

12



The magnetization fixture was redesigned and a larger pulse type power

supply was used.

Ultimate demonstration of the magnetization of a complex rotor struc-

ture was not demonstrated. The combination of high current (forces)

in a confined area prohibited the magnetization fixture windings from

withstanding the current pulses. Further magnetization effort was

not completed due to the fixture failure and depletion of program

funds.

13



SECTION III

PROGRAM RFSULTS

1. INTRODUCTION

The following details the work accomplished on this program. This

effort has been divided into Phase I and Phase II details to enable

the required effort to be better identified in this report.

2. PHASE I - DEMAGNETI7ATION DEVELOP.MENT AND FIXTURE DESIGN

a. Demagnetization Development

The objective of this part of the program was to demonstrate the

feasibility of demagnetizing the cobalt-samarium magnets a-ter testing

and to demonstrate that the demagnetized magnets can be remagnetized

to meet the specifications.

The iollowing tasks are covered in this section:

o Measurement of the B:H characteristics of the 40 magnets

from AF Contract F33615-74-C-2037

, Measure the magnetization level of the manets at 2,

.5 °C. 

o Determine a safe demagnetization procedure that does nct

degrade magnetic properties.

o Determine the magnetic characteristics of the magnets

after demagnetization. Demagnetize at field levels near

the expected fixture field levels in order to determine

the sensitivity of remanence to applied field.



* Measure the room ambient, 29 +50 C, compression strength .f

the demagnetized magnets in a direct ion perpendcular anc

parallel to the alignment directiun to determine .vher

the mechanical properties have been degraded by :he

demagnetizing process.

o Demagnetize the 16 magnets to be used in Phase I! of the

program.

(1) Magnetic Characterization of the As-Received X.agnets

The magnets used have nominal dimensions of 1 inch by 0.930 inch ':

0.760 inch. The direction of magnetic alignment is parallel to :'

0).760 inch direction. The average volume is 0.705 cubic inch or3
11.56 cm Because of the magnet size, it was not possible to use te

normal test method involving extraction of the specimen from a zickup

coil located in a superconducting solenoid. (I ) Instead, a combination

of methods were used. The open-circuit magnetization, 4-J . as mea-

sured by pulling the magnet out of the center of Helmholtz coils.

and the B and B induction values were determined by use of a close-o r
fitting pickup coil.

The magnetization was calculated from the folio.ing:

4 =C x Flux-eter Deflection4-J ° = gauss

Volume 1

where C is a calibration constant for the Helmholtz cois and the flux-

meter. The Helmholtz coils were about 12 inches in diameter.

The B and B values were obtained by using an electromagnet, a close-
r o

fitting search coil and an integrating voltmeter. The procedure fol-

lowed was to place the premagnetized magnet and surrounding coil in an

15



electromagnet, increase the field to a positiv:e v:1ue of about 1.

KOe, then decrease the field tc a zero va~ue. The .edt() v>I'

measured when the coil and magnet are pulled out of the electromajn-

at the same time that the pole faces are opened slightly e

coil is Dulled off the sample and the open circuit .*edt(2) valu

measured. The B and B values are determined from these two in-o r
grated voltage values (millivolt-seconds) as follows:

105 (edt(2)o n/A
s

and 105 (.'edt(l1 .edt (2)

r n AaS

where n is the number of turns in the search coil and A is the cross-

sectional area of the sample in cm

Figure 5 gives a t-.oical olot of the data fo one of these magnets.

These test methods work very well for rare earth'cobalt permanent Mag-

nets because of the linear relationship betw.een B and H The load
r

line or permeance line slopes were determined from the dimensions of

the magnet and by use of Joseph's demagnetization factors. For

determinating the length to diameter ratio, the assuumption was made

that the effective diameter was that of a circle equal in area t tnat

of the I inch by 0.930 inch rectangle.

The point J2 in Figure 5 was obtained by measuring the open-circu4t

magnetization ,. ith the Helmholtz coil system and by use of equation I

above. The point J3 was obtained in a similar manner after excosinz

the magnet to a known demagnetizing field, H_. The line ' - H,.i

parallel to the line J2 - Ho"

The second quadrant B:H data for 38 magnets measured are given in

Table 1 (two magnets were broken during testing. illustrating the

oroblenq of handling magnetized magnets). Histograms for B H and

1C
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TABLE 1

B:H PROPERTIES OF THE AS-RECEIVED M1AGNETS

r H (Ba) B 4-Ji r c ma oD 0

No. Kilogauss KOe MOOe Kilogauss Kilogauss

12 9.4 9.2 21.5 6.1 9.2

14 9.5 8.9 21.0 6.0 9.3

18 9.5 9.0 21.4 6.1 9.4

33 9.4 8.6 20.3 6.0 9.2

87 9.3 8.7 20.4 5.9 9.1

112 9.2 8.9 20.5 5.8 9.1

153 9.5 9.0 21.3 6.0 9 -

156 9.3 9.0 20.7 5.9 9.2

157 9.3 9.1 21.2 6.0 9.3

158 9.5 8.8 20.7 6.0 9.3

159 9.1 8.9 20.3 5.9 9.1

181 9.3 9.0 21.0 5.9 9 3

182 9.3 8.9 20.5 5.9 9.2

189 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.0 9.3

201 9.3 9.1 21.2 6.0 9.3

283 9.3 9.2 21.2 6.0 9.2

292 9.0 9.0 20.3 5.9 9.0

294 9.0 9.0 20.4 5.9 9.0

301 9.4 9.0 21.1 6.0 9.2

303 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3

310 9.3 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3

315 9.0 8.8 19.7 5.9 9. 0

321 9.5 9.1 21.7 6.1 9.3

330 9.5 9.3 22.1 6.2 9.5

333 9.6 9.2 22.0 6.1 9.4

340 9.5 9.3 22.0 6.1 9.5

343 9.5 9.2 21.7 6.1 9.4

345 9.3 9.0 20.9 6.0 9.2

346 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.0 9.3

348 8.9 8.6 19.1 5.8 .88

351 9.4 9.1 21.4 6.1 9.3

354 9.1 8.9 20.3 5. 9 9.0

358 9.7 9.3 22.6 6.3 9.6

367 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3

371 9.7 9.4 22.8 6.3 9.6

380 9.6 9.4 22.5 6.2 9.5

382 9.5 9.3 22.1 6.2 9.4

387 9.5 9.3 22.2 6.2 9.4

M ea.n, 9.4 9.0 1 21.2 6.0 9.3
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(BH) are gi-en in Figure 6. Six of the magnets failed to meet the
maxn

B specification of 9200 gauss and two magnets failed to meet the 20r
MGOe specification for (BH) ma x . Sixteen magnets were selected from

the 38 magnets for the Phase II studies. The properties of Group A

magnets are listed in Table 2, and compared to the 38 Group B magnets

in Table 3. The mean values of the Group A magnets were upgraded by

selection.

(2) 205 0 C Magnet Measurements

The measurements of the magnetic properties at 2050 C were made in a

small furnace, located inside the Helmholtz detection coils. The

temperature was controlled to +2 0 C in the range 2000 to 204 0 C The

procedure followed was to first measure the open-circuit magnetiza-

tion at room temperature in another set of Helmholtz coils, heat the

specimen to about 205 C, measure the magnetization after holding for

several hours, cool the specimen to room temperature, and remeasure

47J o . From these measurements the irreversible loss and the tempera-
0

ture coefficient of magnetization were determined. A summary of the

data for the 38 magnets is given in Table 4 and for the selected

Group A magnets in Table 5. Comparison of the mean values for the

two groups is made in Table 6. The Group A magnets have slightly

higher 47J values at 2050 C, lower irreversible losses and about the

same reversible temperature coefficient.

(3) Demagnetization Studies

As discussed in Paragraph 3 of Section I, a magnetized permanent mag-

net can be demagnetized by thermal methods, by applying a demagnetizing

field or by combinations of field and temperature. In the following

sections discussions and results for these methods are given.
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TABLE 2

B:H PROPERTIES OF GROUP A MAGNETS

B H e  BH B 4-Jr c I max o 0
No. Kilogauss KOe MGOe Kilogauss Ki logauss

18 9.4 9.2 20.9 6.1 9.4
157 9.3 9.1 21.2 6.0 9.3
189 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.0 9.3
201 9.3 9.1 21.2 6.0 9.3
283 9.3 9.2 21.2 6.0 9.2
303 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3
310 9.3 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3
321 9.5 9.1 21.7 6.1 9.3

1333 9.6 9.2 22.0 6.1 9.4
340 9.5 9.3 22.0 6.1 9.5

'346 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.0 9.3
351 9.4 9.1 21.4 6.1 9.3
358 9.7 9.3 22.6 6.3 9.6
367 9.4 9.1 21.3 6.1 9.3
382 9.5 9.3 22.1 6.2 9.4

'387 9.5 9.3 1 22.2 6.2 9.4

Mean 9.4 I 9.2 1 21.6 6.1 9.4

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF GROUP A MAGNETS WITH GROUP B MAGNETS

Group A Group B

No. of Magnets 16 38

Mean B 9.4 9.4r

Mean H 9.2 9.0

Mean BH m 21.6 21.2max

Mean B 6.1 6.0
0

Mean 47J 9.4 9.3
0
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TABLE 4

MAGNETS - 205°C MEASUREMENTS

4-7J 4 -Jo 47JO At J At RT 7 Irreversi- Reversible
0 0 O : 0

Group As After C After 205C ble Loss Temp. Coeff.T
No Rec'd ' .'30K~e

12 '9180 9185 8055 200 8857 3.5 0.051
14 9295 9310 8230 204 9075 2.4 0.051

A 18 9405 9346 8332i202 9185 2.3 0.052
33 9185 8981 7920 204 8748 2.6 0.052
87 9115 9112 8105 204 8894 2.4 0.049

112 9115 9098 8126 203 8959 1.7 0.052
153 9405 9368 8342:203 9199 2.2 0. 052
156 9150 8908 8023 203 8857 3.2 0. 052

A 157 9260 9200 83001203 9113 1.6 0 .050
158 9260 9200 8300 203 9127 1.4 0.050
159 9060 8894 7940:204 8820 2.6 0.055
181 9285 9134 8177i203 9054 2.5 0.054
182 9185 - _ I - - _ _

A 189 I9260 9260 8260 203 9047 2.3 0.048
A 201 9295 9273 8375 203 9185 1.2 0.049

283 9220 9185 8270 203 9112 1.2 0.051
292 9005 8748 7869 203 8660 3.8 0.051
294 9040 8855 79201203 8734 2.8 0.055

301 9185 - - -

A 303 9300 9290 3330!204 9113 2.0 0.048
A 310 9300 :9280 8280,202 9185 1.2 0.055

315 8970 8963 80251202 8755 2.4 0.047
A 321 9345 9302 84041202 9222 1.3 0.050

330 9475 .. ...
A 333 9405 9405 8177-202 9005 4.3 0.051
A 340 9460 9427 8455,204 9330 1.4 0.052

343 9405 9435 8485,204 9295 1.2 0.048
345 9185 9170 8179 202 9040 1.6 0.053

A 346 '9330 9310 8352 203 9192 1.5 0.051
348 8785 8384 7509 203 8310 5.4 0.054

A 351 .9330 9330 8383 203 9220 1.2 0.051
354 9040 9040 3147 200 8960 0.9 0.051

A 358 9610 9623 8620 204 9426 1.9 0.047
A 367 9260 9295 8332 204 9149 1.2 0.049

371 9585 9404 8177 203 9010 6.0 0.051

380 i9475 9470 8496 202 9368 1.1 0.052
A 382 9440 9411 8414 204 9222 2.3 0.048
A 387 9440 19404 8435 204 9258 1.9 0.049

Mean 1 9264 9200 8220 9055 2.2 0.051

Note: Sixteen magnets were selected from the 40 magnets in-T-aI '%-
characterized. Sixteen magnets were selected f,," Group A ",th
the remainder of magnets becoming Group 3.
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TABLE 5

GROUP A MAGNETS - 205 0 C MEASUREMENT

4-rj 4 -J 4-J At 47J At RT % Irreversi- Reversible
0 00 0 0

Group As After °C After 205°C ble Loss Temp. Coeff. <1
No. Rec'd 30KOe_

18 9405 9346 8332 202 9185 2.3 0.052
157 9260 9200 8300 203, 9113 1.6 0 050
189 9260 9260 8260 2031 D047 2.3 0.048
201 9295 9273 8375 2031 9 85 1.2 0.049
283 9220 9185 8270 203 9112 1.2 0.051
303 9300 19290 8330 2 041 9113 2.0 0.048
310 9300 9280 828012021 9185 1.2 0.055
321 9345 9302 8404 202 9222 1.3 0.050
333 9405 9404 8177 202 9005 4.3 0.051
340 9460 9427 8455 204i 9330 1.4 0.052
346 9330 9310 83521203i 9192 1.5 0.051
351 9330 9330 8383 203 i  9220 1.2 0.050
358 9610 9623 8620l2041 9426 1.9 0.047
367 9260 9295 8332!2041 9149 1.2 0.049

9440 9411 8414 204l 9222 2.3 0.048
387 9440 9404 84351204 9258 1.9 0.049

Mean 9354 19334 8356 9182 1.9 0.050

TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF GROUP A AND GROUP B MAGNETS - 205 0 C

Mean 47J

At After Exposure
As Received 205 C at 205°C

Group A 9354 8356 9182

Group B 9264 8220 9055

Irreversible Loss (250 C to 205IC)

Group A 1.8%

Group B 2.2%

Reversible Temperature Coefficient, a (250 C to 205'C)

Group A 0.050% Per C

Group B 0.051% Per C
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THERMAL DEMAGNETIZATION ABOVE THE CURIE TEMPERATURE

A ferromagnetic material becomes paramagnetic when heated above Its
Curie temperature. Thus, heating a magnet above its Curie temperature

is a very effective way to demagnetize a magnet. Upon cooling back to

room temperature multidomains form within the grains as shown in

Figure 7A for a rare earth/cobalt permanent magnet heated to 9000C.

Note that the multidomain structure is very uniform throughout the

area of the micrograph, thus yiedling a net magnetization of zero cr

nearly zero. Figure 73 gives the domain structure of a magn-tize,

magnet. The domain structure is quite different, with very few multi-

domain grains.

One problem with thermal demagnetization of rare earth/cobal',a. .. s

above the Curie temperature (above 750 0 C) is that there is a danger

degrading the properties of some of the magnets due to the critical

nature of the treatment in regards to temperature, time, heating rae

and cooling rate. Consider, for example, the his-ogram in Figure 3

for the 47J values of 109 magnets (these magnets were the original
0

population from which thG 40 used in this study were obtained). Six

of the 109 magnets failed to meet the B, specifications of 9200 -auss

(47J values are actually slightly lower than B , Table 1, so this
0 r

statement is not necessarily correct; however, it illustrates the

point). If the six magnets were rejected and the remaining 1123 ma:-

nets retreated by heating above the Curie temperature, it is exz -

that a distribution of 47J similar to that in Figure S would be0

tained and that another 67 of the magnets would fall below the sceci-

fication value. Therefore, this thermal demagnetization treatmen< ti

not considered a safe demagnetization treatment for these magnet-s.

However, if the soecification value was 3700 -auss, then a thermal

treatment above the Curie temperature could be used with a higher

degree of confidence that the demagnetized magnets would meet the

specification.
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MAGNETIC FIELD DEMAGNETI7ATION

Demagnetization by a magnetic field requires a field greater than the

intrinsic coercive force. The method is illustrated in Figure 9. A

field greater than 10,000 Oersteds is needed to drive the induction

to point D. Upon removal of the field, the induction recoils to zero

as shown. However, it can be seen that the value of field to achieve

zero induction is critical, and a slight!y lower or higher field

would result in a partiallv man- ma -n-. This method requires

a trial and error approach. and .tc te -re is a wide distribution of

coercive force (Figure 6) for a batih ot magnets. each magnet would

require its own critical field for Jm.a.netiation. In addition, thiS

nethod does not result in the formation of a uniform multidomain

structure, but in domain reversals of macroscopic regions. Ther-

fore, the method does not appear attractive fDr demagnetizin rge

numbers of those magnets being considered. For magnets wi-h a mu:ch

lower coercive force, such as Alnico 5. an ac field of decreasin,:

amplitude is a satisfactory method of demagnetization.

THERMAL DEMAGNETIZATION BELOW THE CURIE TEMPERATURE

The basis for a process of thermal demagnetization below the Curie

temperature is the observation that the intrinsic coercive :orce :

rare earth/cobalt magnets decreases with increasing temnerature and

approaches zero above 400 C.(3G) This is shown in Figure 1, Thus

heating a magnetized Co-Sm magnet above 4000 C should result in some

degree of demagnetization due to self-demagnetization associ:ted with

a decrease of coercive force. Such demagnetization does Dmccu,.r. as

is shown in Figure 11 for magnets hPated in the range of 450 to 5,0

ithout a field, a temperature of 5500C is needed to decrease the

4-J value belov: 5 of the initial value at 250 C. A combination of0

temperature and a demagnetizing field of 1000 Oersteds shifts the

curve to lower temperatures as shown in Figure 11. This is an impor-

tant shift since metallurgical changes occur in the 5000C range whlOich
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result in higher non-recoverable loss of magnetization after remazne-

tizing at room temperature (Figure 12). Thus, a thermal trea-men e-

low 500 0 C is preferred to a treatment above 500°C. The dang. m1.

for metallurgical change is from 500 C to about S0°C. -Abov 50

the magnet can, with proper care, be heat treated without a loss of

properties.

The domain structure of a demagnetized magnet heated to 500°C vi hou

a field, is shown in Figure 13A. It is very similar in arpearane-

a magnet thermally demagnetized at 9000C (Figure 7A), and ons 1:

a uniform distribution of multidomains. Thermal demagnetiza-!: I

400C is not as effective as 5000C (Figure 11) and the domain- -

ture (Figure 138) shows a large number of sinle domain.

On the basis of these preliminary results it was decideJ :-r*

optimize this thermal demagnetizing treatment. Th_e ? ma-' .

remagnetized after the 205°C studies and heated : a m.....

the range 425 to 480°C in a demagnetizing field of 125? Oeru- ens.

The equipment consisted of two magnetizing coils surrotundinu, theur

nace. The magnet was heated to the desired temperature. h :i/ for

about 30 minutes to be certain it was stabilized at -hi_ tmneature.

the demagnetizing field was applied for about 15 seccnds. and the sam-

ple cooled to room temperature. The -1J value was measured efre0

and after the treatment. The results are listed in Table 7 and nl~t-

ted in Figure 14. The goal was to reduce the nagnetization below 57

of the initial magnetized level. This goal can be achieved nv heatn

the magnet to a temperature in the range of 440 to 460 and arpy-

ing a -1250 Oersted field. The X-points in Fizure 14 are the resu'->s

obtained on the 16 Group A magnets to be used in Phase II. All ex-

cept one were well below the 5 level set as a goal for the program.
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TABLE 7

.R..L DEMAGNETIZATION; I A 1250 OERSTED DFI.O;TIZING FIELD

Temperature and 7 of Initial Value

Group No. C C c C

12 465 -0 22 
14 455 -2.4 447 -2.21437 -1.8 42C -0.S

A 18 443 +0.6
33 455 -2.2 442 -0.9
87 458 -0.6 419 +10.4

112 425 " .3 448 +1.2
153 437 -0.7
156 429 +7.3 447 +1.4

A 157 442 -0.4
158 431 -1.1 440 -1.3 444 -0.7
159 434 -1.1 441 +1.1
181 462 1.9 439 +0.1 438 -0.3
182 463 -1.3

A 139 444 -0.6
A 201 443 +1.8
A 283 441 +5.4

292 464 -0.7 446 +5.7
294 467 -0.6 440 +5.5440 -5.3
301 455 -0.6

A 303 442 -0.4
A 310 442 +1.8

315 469 -0.2 481 -2.3
A 321 443 -0.1

330 463 -2.4
A 340 441 +2.3 +2.3

343 453 -0.8 445 -0.4
345 454 -0.5 440 +2.2

A 346 454 -0.4 443 +2.7
348 480 -0.4

A 351 442 +1.6
354 454 +1.0 433 +8.9

A 358 441 -1.0
A 367 442 +1.7

371 453 -2.2
380 453 -1.0 442 +0.8

A 382 442 +2.4
A 387 443 +1.9
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OTHER DEMAGNETIZING METHODS

After completion of the above additional studies have shown that

other combinations of field and temperature are effective in reducin-

the magnetization to a low level. For example, exposing th-.7 magnet

to a demagnetizing field greater than intrinsic coercive fo. :e at room

temperature, followed by heating the magnet to a temperature in the

440-4600 C range without a field resulted in 4-J levels equivalent to
0

those demagnetized by a -1250 Oe field in the same temperature range.

A comparison of the two methods is made in Figure 15, where it4 s

shown that exposure to a high demagnetizing field orior to thermal

treatment yields results comparable to those obtained when a fie Id of

-1250 Oe is applied at the thermal demagnetization temperature. The

high field required to exceed the room temperature intrinsic>*erc''e

force is readily obtained by a pulse field generator.

Another method is to heat the sample first to about 450 0 C, remcve

from the furnace, and quickly expose it to a decaying ac field of the

order of 1000 Oersteds. For example, a magnetized magnet (No. 133'

was first heated to 445 0 C, then it was removed from the furnace and

while still hot exposed to an ac field of about 500 Oersteds. This

treatment resulted in a magnetization level of +1.1% of the initial

level compared to a value of -0.7% for the same magnet after exposing

for a few seconds to a -1250 Oe field while at 4370 C. This method

shows promise and should be considered for production demagnetization

of magnets. The same approach could be used with the dc demagnetizing

field. The dc field generating equipment could be located near the

furnace and the hot sample transferred to it.

(4) REMAGNETIZAT ION

It was agreed that the magnetizing field for the in-place magnetiza-

tion fixture would be 25 kOe. This was a compromise as to what the

fixture designer thought was attainable and what was thought to pro-

diice the maximum remagnetization of the magnet without saturating it.

In the current study the magnetizing field was varied from 13 kOe 
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60 kOe and its effect on B:H properties was studied. Sixteen magnets

not selected for the Phase II program or the compression strength

study were used. The remagnetization data for thermally demagnetized

magnets are plotted in Figure 16. For these magnets, an applied field

of about 27 kOe was needed to exceed all the specification values and

a field of 60 kOe to equal the initial as-received values.

An applied field of 27 kOe corresponds to an internal field of about

24 kOe, because the demagnetizing field, H0 , of the ooen-circuit

magnetic is about 3 kOe. That is.

H = Happlied - 3000

Figure 17 gives similar data for another magnet where an applie --fiel

of 25 kOe is sufficient to exceed all the specification values. Table

8 gives additional results on the properties of magnets remagnetized

at 25 kOe applied field (22 kOe internal fi ld). Nine of the sixteen

magnets failed to meet the 20 MGOe specification for (B:Hmax' alhouzh

seven of these were only slightly lower. Increase of the applied re-

magnetizing field to 30 kOe increases the (B:H) r about 27 so th'at
max

some of the marginal magnets after 25 kOe magnetization are now accep-

able. This is shown in Table 9 and. Figure 18. In Figure 1S, onD. one

magnet failed the (BH)max test when magnetized at 30 kOCe. It is

clear from these results that it is important to have the rema:netiz-

ing field as high as possible, a few kilo-Oersteds higher field, can

make a big difference in the number of acceptable magnets.

(5) COMPRESSION STRENGTH OF THERMALLY DEM1AGNETIZED ,A.NET

There was some concern that the thermally demagnetized magnets miht

suffer a loss of mechanical properties; therefore, the compression

strength was measured. Mildrum and Iden have reported a wide

variation of compression strength parallel to the alignment direction

from 35 to 90 kpsi for rare earth/cobalt magnets with an averaze of

43 kpsi. In the current study, the range for three manets measur-

parallel to the alignment direction was 70 to S7 knsi and -I-.
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TABLE S

RENIAGNET IZATION OF THERMALLY D--MACNE'1I=ZD MAGUE-7TS

B ,KG HC, (B: H) max' .(;c

After ~ Afte eqtp
No Iital TD Initial TD InitialAte

12 9.4 9.1* 96 9.2 8.7 93; 20.9 19.7* 94

14 9.5 9.3 99 8.9 8 .5 96 21.0 19.9- 9 5
33 9.4 9.3 99 8.6 8.5 99~ 20.3 1.- 9

112 9.2 9.0* 97 8.9 8.7 98 20.5 19.3* 95

156 9.3 9.0* 98 9.0 8.8 93 20.7 19-s- 9 f3 '
158 9.5 9.2 97 8.8 118.6 9 9 20.7 19.8* 9

19 91 9** 98 8.9 8.7 98 20.3 19.5- 96

181 9.3 9.2 99 9.0 8.8 98 10 2.3 7

330 9.5 94 99 913 9.1 98 22.1 21.4 97
343 9.3 9.3 98 9. 9 .9 97 217 20.7 95

34 1. .* 9 9.0 8.8 98 20.9 20.1 9 CD
348 I8.9* 8.5* 95 8.,6 8.1* 94 19.1* 17.1- 90)

31 97 9.5 98 9.4 19.0 95 22.8 21.3 9

Men94 9.2 98 9.0 8.7 97 121.0 20.9 9 5

*Value below specification requirement.
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TABLE 9

COMPARISON AS-RECEIVED MAGNETS ITl PEYTZNCE

As Received Thermodema-. Thermo d -m.
60 kOe 25 kOe 20 kOe
4-J (B:H) 4-J (B:H) 4--J (D:H)o max 0 Max o max

No. Gauss MGOe Gauss ", :Oe Gauss Ge

12 9180 20.9 8860 19.5 8980 20.2
14 9300 21.0 9040 19.8 ..--
33 9190 20.3 8930 19.8 .. -

87 9120 20.4 -- -- .970 20 C
112 9120 20.5 8830 19. 5 ...
153 9400 21.3 9330 21.6
153 9150 20.7 8900 19.8 ....
1538 9260 20.7 9040 19.9 9110 20 ."
159 9060 20. 3 8870 19.4 SS90 " ,
181 9290 21.0 9100 20.1 9120
292 9000 20.3 -- -- 8670 1.7
294 9040 20.4 8830 .9.
315 8970 19.7 -- 8O 1S.6
330 9480 22.1 -- -- 9260 21.4
343 9410 21.7 9120 20.6 -- --
345 9190 20.9 8660 19.8 ....
348 8790 19.1 -- 8240 I,.7
354 9040 20.3 8590 1S.0 --
371 9590 22.8 9C0 2 21.7
380 9480 22.5 9030 20.1 --
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perpendicular measurement was 51 to 92 kpsi. Thus, there appears to

be no indication of a loss of compression strength after thermal de-

magnetization in the 450°C temperature range, see Table 10.

b. Fixture Design

The contract required that a magnetization fixture and a measuring

fixture capable of accepting a 150 kva rotor disc be designed under

phase I effort,

(1) Remagnetization Fixture

A remagnetization fixture was designed to accent an unmagnetized 150

KVA rotor disc. The magnets located in the rotor disc assembly are

to be magnetized in the circumferential direction with adjacent mag-

nets repelling each other. Originally, this was to be accomplished

by using a laminated multi-pole (14-pole) electromagnet device posi-

tioned around the rotor disc's outside diameter. The pole windings

were constructed to be of alternate polarities. The electroma.gnetic

device's pole lines up with the magnetic section of the shrink ring

and in turn, the rotor disc pole pieces. The application of an elec-

tric pulse to the electromagnetic device field windings then se-s u'p

a magnetic field concentrated through the magnet, causing it

come magnetized.

Consultations were held with LDJ Electronics (Troy, ,11 chi-an J!' -

firming magnetizer capabilities and the magnetizaticn f:x-ure Jescn.

The following concerns were factored into the fixture design:

o The detail design analysis method was considered :m-

practical as the magretic sections in the rotor (mag-

netic shrink ring section and pole piece) would be satur-

ated and the magnet would have a variable permeability

as it is being magnetized. A conservative aprrach was

taken where the magnet sat in free space and the magnet

had infinite permeab'lity.
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TABLE 10

COMPRESSION STRENGTH TEST RESULTS

Thermal
As Received Demagnetization Compression Data

'B H (B:H) Temp % Load
r c max

No. KG kOe MGOe 47J 0 C Initial Direction Pounds kpsi

159 9.1 8.9 20.3 9.1 441 +1.1 7 76600 82.5

1181 9.3 9.0 21.0 9.3 438 +0.8 80000 S6.6

345 9.3 9.0 20.9 9.2 440 +2.2 64800 70.3

343 9.5 9.2 21.7 9.4 445 +0.4 1 36000 50,9

380 9.6 9.4 22.5 9.5 442 +0.8 .1 65000 91.9

.292 9.0 9.0 20.3 9.0 446 357 ± 63000 89.2
p i

Note: Mildrum and Iden, Goldschmidt informient 4,,'75, No. 35, Page 54
give data on compressive strength parallel to alignment: Range
35-90 kpsi and average of 42.7 kpsi.
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o Simultaneous magnetization of the 14 poles......)re-

ferred.

o LDJ magnetizer, Model 6000CB, capable of 22,500 wat:-

seconds or 50,000 amps peak current would be capable of

fulfilling the power supply requirements.

The fixture was designed to accept the 150 KVA rotor disc assembl:

(GE P/N 36C717474) with the inside diameter finished to accept . -

nal rotor diameter dimension of 6.496'6.495 inches. A laminate: stic.

height of 1.25 inches was employed to compensate for an. misalg-..

The fixture's inside diameter had a 0.007 inch air ga. , to allow. in-ser-

tion of a 0.005 inch strip of polvimide sheet. This was used to -

vent the magnetized disc from coming into direc- contact .rith the mag-

netizing pole to simplify removal of the magnetized rotor disc.

The magnetization approach selected is similar to the one used

in industry for the magnetization of control type Permanent Magnef

Generators (PMG) with magnetizing fields similar -o the proposal goal

(25 kOe) for this program. The difference in the approach for this

program lies in the direction of magnetization. Control ?:;'e ...s _sp

Alnico type magnets, magnetized in the radial direction. The

difference in magnet magnetization direction dic no: appear - a

significant problem.

The magnetization fixture features were as foll'ws:

o Fixture designed to accept 150 KVA 14-pole rotcr fisr

o All magnets magnetized simultaneous'

o Magnetization windings located on back iron and poleu>e,

o Back iron and pole piece winding in series

o Laminated iron - 0.020 inch thickness

o Mechanical ejectors to remove magnetized disc.

Based on an assumed leakage. the arove fixture design (shown in Fi;ure

20) was calculated to produce 25 kilo-oersteds rhrouzh each -ol- w:-h

a magnetizing current of 30,000 amps. Space was provided in -he
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- xt ure fo r acdc i tona Ise rt- t' r n L U' ,n

m ag-netr i a t in ix t ure .a srn ar ~a 1

(2) Test Fixture

The soecif icat ion reauired a fixture ,, to -bees i--n- -n T

measure that radial mag-net ic flux density of eacn i t2,f c a

130 KVA rotor disc. The f ixture wvas recuired to'i an

-a:rand tsaol . i -

as reuvcto Ye accoml sec'b%-- cu I co9 1. an J:

7h e aIov e re qutIr emen ts we re me,. b~ vus in s,,,rc '!,, 15 0 As

ilmtnations. These stator lam <ia- in-ns woul,'_d Oe -z %- :

giea 1.23-inch stack lengt h to D :-r"it a 0.12-nc 1'

end of the 1.0 inch thick:- rotor c : minimz-~ axial

tuaccuracies with -the tetsta-tor. The use fSaDlm-.-

t ions would also sat isfy,. the air-ap requirements .

t ure st a tor woul1d be wound w.vit h a b al1an ced 9 -- h ase -x1'n

to the 130 KVA stator. Thus the l1ine-o-neutiral1 -:ccl a ar

he 9 phases wvould renresent tne average flux of -.

rotated. A thin. single turn, -full cit ch nulI w coil vs-

be positioned on the stator's inside di-ameter sachn.i

to an integrating tvoe flu.Nreter. the indivda 4c~ magn 4xI

could be measured for eacn of the 14 -Doles.

A stator support structure was desig-ned to accent 7h cr:

test st ator to enable -Lhe test rctDr disc tc ) e drive- n cv V a

sceed DC motor. Th e d r ive shaf -.va s d es ig-ned a~ :lo e a s:

t ion and removal of the t est roto)r disc , see Figure 21.
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3. PHASE II - FIXTURE FABRICATION/REMAGNETIZATION/TEST

a. Fixture Fabrication

(1) Magnetization Fixture - Original

Shown in Figure 22 is the magnetization fixture that was fabricated

with the rotor disc installed. Figure 23 has the magnetizing fixture

cover removed so the winding and interconnects can be viewed.

(2) Measurement Fixture

Shown in Figure 24 is the test fixture that was fabricated. The large

leads are the 9-phase winding. The two small wires coming from the

test stator are the pull coil connections. Figure 25 shows the

150 KVA rotor disc installed on the test fixture.

b. Disc Fabrication

The 16 magnets processed under Phase I of this program were assembled

into a surplus 150 KVA pole and hub assembly and shrink ring. Care

was taken to install the processed magnets in the identified polarity

to assure they were remagnetized in their original polarity. A much

larger magnetization level would be required to reverse the individual

magnet's original magnet domain structure. It was also noted that

the material fabrication process used on the original 150 KVA shrink

ring produced random magnet and non-magnetic sections widths which

did not align themselves closely with the magnet and pole interfaces.

c. Remagnetization and Test - Initial

The rotor disc assembled with magnetized magnets was tested using the

test fixture shown in Figure 24. The results of the pull coil mea-

surements are tabulated in Table 11. The generated L-N voltage of

this rotor disc is shown in Table 12. The generated voltage waveshape

produced by the search coil is shown in Figure 26 and produced by the

stator winding shown in Figure 27.
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F igure 23. Magnet izati~on Fi xture (Original )-Winding and InI t erc,(niier
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Figure 24. Rotor Disc Test Fixture

I'itLir(- 25. 'let ixtiire witlui Peiw'1 l)isv(



TAPLE 11

FLUX MEASUREMENT OF T1E ROTOR I.S(' ASSI..t3.L{D WITH MVGNETI ZED MAGNETS

FLUX PER POLE
POLE FLUX METER (FLUX METER CONSTANT
NO. READING IN VOLTS 1V = 10OKLINES)

1 1.065V 106,500 lines
2 1.068V 106,800 lines
3 1.057V 105.700 lines
4 1.063V 106,300 lines
5 i.u66V 106,600 lines
6 1.067V 106,700 lines
7 1.081V 108.100 lines
8 1.094V 109,400 lines
9 1.084V 108,400 lines

10 1.085V 108,500 lines
11 1.073V 107,300 lines
12 1.081V 108,100 lines
13 1.076V 107,600 lines
14 1.077V 107.700 lines
Average 1.070V

TABLE 12

GENERATED L-N VOLTAGE OF ROTOR DISC ASSEMBLED WITH MAGNETIZED MAGNETS

T GENERATED VOLTAGE GENERATED VOLTAGE
SHAFT SPEED i L-N FREQUENCY

2132 RPM 4.48V 250 HZ

1066 RPM 2.24V 125 HZ

. . . . .. .. . .... .
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The rotor disc assembled with the demagnetized magnets processed in

Phase I was positioned in the magnetization fixture (Figure 22). The

winding connections were verified with a small DC field applied prior to

connection to the LDJ Electronics 22,500 watt-second magnetizer to

assure proper polarity magnetization. A DC current shunt was installed

in the setup to measure the magnetization current applied. See

Figure 28 which shows magnetization setup.

The application of the magnetization current was varied in four steps

up to the total power supply capability after which the disc was

removed from the magnetization fixture and measured in a similar

manner as accomplished on the rotor disc assembled with magnetized

magnets.

This initial magnetization attempt was only partially successful. See

Table 13 for flux measurements. The magnetized disc was found to have

attained a level of magnetization corresponding to approximately 37.7(

of the values shown in Table 12.

The above test results indicated two areas limiting the success of

this magnetization. The first area is the magnetizer. The magnetizer

used was provided by a vendor (LDJ) who specializes in magnetics of

large capacity, especially for rare earth/cobalt permanent magnets.

A magnetizer with higher current capacity is made by this vendor but

is a special order. The use of this larger magnetizer would increase

the magnetization field but extrapolation from the results obtained

indicates that this change would not do the complete job. The second

area is the magnetizer winding. It is evident that the back iron

turns were not effectiv. Provisions for laced turns around the

magnet were included in the fixture design. The next step wis to

disconnect the back iron turns and incorporate the lac(, turns to

evaluate their effectiveness.

Shown in Figure 29 is the magnetization fixture with lace turns

incorporated. Various combinations of wiring: series, parallel, n,-

pole, were tried to increase the magnetization current I,.\vel and/or
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Figure 28, Magnetization Setup -Original
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TABLE 13

FLUX MEASUREMENTS OF ROTOR DISC AFTER INITIAL MAGNETI7ATION

FLUX METER
POLE READING
NO. mVOLTS RECOVER

1 -356 33.3
2 +384 35.9
3 -235 22.0
-4 +409 38.2
5 -280 26.2
6 +435 40.7
7 -280 26.2
8 +P90 27.1
9 -215 20.1

10 +680 63.6
11 -745 69.6
12 +715 66.8
13 -260 24.3
14 +360 33.6

Average 37.77,
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increase the number of magnetization turns :,jr -:s :xtur' son-

figuration. The resulting measured level if ..... -eza-i)n did jit

change significantly from the original results. Arvi.;' 7 the

magnetization results with Dr. E. Richter and Dr. L. .artn conclud d

that two dimensional electromagnetic Finite Element Analysis (FEA

should be tried to obtain insight into the magnetization croblem

being experienced. The FEA program was developed by Corporate

Research and Development Center and was not available at the start of

this program.

d. Finite Element Analysis

This section discusses the results from a finite element magnetic

field study of the magnetization arrangement for a 150 KVA rotor disc.

The final conductor configuration is shown for the magnetization

fixture, and the results of a non-linear finite element analysis are

presented. By using these results to establish remanent magnetization

levels in the permanent magnet material, it is found that the lack of

magnetization of some parts of the magnet does not seriously affect

the flux density in the air gap. The limitations of the analysis are

discussed in light of the engineering judgements which must be made.

(1) Magnetization Arrangement

Figure 30 shows the arrangement of rotor, conductors, and back iron

which form the magnetization structure. The permanent magnets are

arranged in a "flux squeezing" manner in order to achieve higher air

gap flux densities than would be possible from surface-mounted magnets.

The magnetizing conductors are dimensioned 0.07"xO.14" and they are

arranged in groups of three to obtain the needed amp-turn capability.

During the magnetization process a flux density of >2.4 Tesla is re-

quired in the preferred direction of magnetization in order to fully

charge" the magnet. It was found during earlier numerical studies

that by placing the exciting coil sections over the ferromagnet: pole

pieces rather than over the magnet, one could achieve a relatively
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Becaue ci the rat hlaer a r ~cu no ta a-XlC

much DO) the fwerrornagnetic iron is dr'%',sn int, :>a' satu r a t i D I

w.a £ found that although the back iron strau~is indee-d szaturated

near the conductors, iron fLurther aw.ay does h-'n reduce thna-n _tiz

tion requ irement s somewhat , and i s t here fore inrclu.,de-d i n t:he :rnf4cur-

at ion.

(2) Finite Element Model

3Because tne radial centerlines a:tht maznet -_ .te ir m~~~

nole nmces are lines ()t symmnetry. n~ ane-[, .a'

re-nresented for magnetic analysis. An :ouo'Ine -_) the oe

mn Fiue 1 vhile the division of the mo-del i~nta tragua

elements is shown in Figure 32. This g-rid wxas oracluced nsi7- an. au-to-

matic grid gTenerator orig-inally develoned for hnomonolar inuctor

alternator analy-sis, with suitable modificat ions toaDwor lce

ment of cu,_rrents.

The rare earth,'colalo magnet was represented ma:gneticaml cov an a'r

soace, recognizing- that its nermealiov-4 re' aoo to r a

unity . The >_rromagnetic regions are g,-en ma--n"7' a ,--

=4milar to '1-19 magnet ic st ee I . The cnutr -

relative permeability and carry curent at a

Fig-ure 33 show-.s toe triangular deccomnosI L t:1: air r,
o)nly% so that one --an e he olIacement,

The nonlinear fmeelement solut ian pr -_ Tarn,

oa I so lut ion method. The so lo ioin :t ra tions ari b-ai'~ned

Newt-on-Ra Thsc'n a!-7oriohn. and co)nver-ence -:%n-o n r~

tive 'chano-e in the sou'o ro m o ne iterat io-n S

than one poart n 10~ The probolem bou,_ndar. oon dm an s ar e 5Gt

the magnetic- rad i a1 p9rer i1n p a n - the ur rac: "--
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an.- nai i d<r ti r r..

::uda. Ths codit ions %w-r Ct)rK'rs

..and fair lv wAell1

Th:. results of the f inite element analysis-_ are snow)%n in 'O'

Fig-ure 24shows a qualitative picture of the mnagnetic field fr.r

magnetizing conditions; in two dimensions, the lie :const

veto potential represe nt mnagnetic f ielId lies One tn
w~t~n h~maget ta teld is relaie: n:cm x

_D -v Pr rio-ht hand corner. By moin te con rd uctrs at rc rauc

to) a cosit ion over the pole niece i ro n. one e:e:ve

§-lx fuLrther d'own into tIhe i.roDn., the--rebyv cc!-,' n -."

t-r fel over the magnet lengt7h .

In o)rder to g-et a more cu,-ant irtattv :-ea............ S, 4

magnt  
t~x-diirected c)referre d direct C' tnsi.I

al n& -lie fTur lines decicted in FiJgure 25. Figu!re s 2-9sw ta
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A newv finite element grid wvas eertd'''

machine but xvi th a smaller air -ap Il ':i ~ -

assigned a uniform x-direct ion mia ;nt.* S

material: the resulting flux plot i-. shiu.vi in AD,-41. Terc

magynetic flux densitv on the stator si )f§r~ ail -ap

Figure 41. This can be considered tlie .deal 2.i.,P s''itc m_2

is uniformly magnetized.

A second test case w,%as con f igured to- -, ry t r-a

mag-net izat ion found earlier. Thie resu' t Y h m.et::a-

lat ions were used to assigni a magrnet izat ion to ach fIn-'. 1 -~Men

7agLnet mater~al according to the follow.ing fn ctiona re ain.:>

M .U

I 2.5 Tes:a2

neresult'.Igfu tll't is snow.n ~gr 2
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or inde ho ten rm' -a ma
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(4) FEA Conclusion

It appeared from these numerical investigations that magnetization of

complex rotor structures are feasible. The non-uniform magnetization

does not appear to affect the resulting magnet performance with regard

to flux density in the air gap. A note of caution should be mentioned

here, for it is unclear what the effect of partial magnetization is

on the temperature stability of the magnet. There does not appear to

be much data in this area, and testing of the magnetized rotor struc-

ture over the specified temperature range is necessary to evaluate

this effect.

The major question is whether the magnetizer power supply can deliver

the necessary current to the magnetizer coils. This should be the

focus of any further investigations.

e. Magnetization Fixture - Redesign

Based on the finite element analysis discussed in paragraph d., the

magnetization fixture was redesigned. The redesigned fixture is

shown in Figures 44 and 45.

f. Magnetization Power Supply

While the finite element analysis and fixture design was in process,

a search was made of industry to locate a power supply in existence

with the following requirements:

> 2000 volts

< 37,000 amps for 8-msecond duration.

Various power supplies were located with a higher voltage capability

to satisfy the current needs. Due to the confined space available

for the magnetization fixture winding, a thin film polyimide insula-

tion system was selected. Thus the voltage criteria was selected at

2000 volts peak which was considered feasible for the short time
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exposure and life to c')mplete this feasibility demonstration. Also

the available winding space needed to minimize the inductance of th -

magnetization fixture required a small conductor run at a very high

current density. Again this was thought to be feasible due to the-

short duration and short life of this technology demonstration.

Many power supplies were found with the voltage capability but due to

fixture resistance and inductance these power supplies were deter-

mined not to have both the current and voltage capability simultane-

ously.

The power supply selected as being the one capable of meeting the

above criteria was a corona test setup located at the Wilfred E.

Skeets High Power Laboratory of the General Electric Company located

at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The selected power supply consisted of six banks of electrolytic

capacitors composed of eight trays per bank with 48 capacitors per

tray. Each bank was rated at 29,400 'uf with 2000 volts charge

capacity. Each tray had 12 taps to vary the inductance from 183 --h

to 1770 h. This inductance allowed the current to be limited and

shaped. Each bank had the capability of being connected in series

or parallel to vary voltage or capacitance value for the setup. Each

bank had blocking diodes and an ignitron to discharge the capa,-itors

as shown below.

7.1



g. Final Magnetization and Test - Final

The magnetization fixture, shown in Figure 44, was connected to the

power supply described in paragraph f. During the preliminary

check out pulses, to optimize the capacitor bank connections for

current and waveshape, the magnetization fixture inner winding failed.

Shown in Figure 46 is the current and voltage waveshape applied to

the magnetization fixture prior to the failure. Figure 47 shows the

current and voltage waveshape when the magnetization fixture exper-

ienced the failure.

The fixture was inspected and the inner winding end turns which had

been tied and wrapped and then encapsulated with an epoxy compound

were found to have become dislodged. Half of the inside magnetization

fixture end turn winding were bent upwards at 900, see Figure 48, while

the remaining end turns had become disjointed. See Figure 49. Some

bulging was detected in the outer winding end turn area and the air

gap areas showed signs of failure in the slot area. The rotor disc

was found not to be damaged.

The rotor disc was tested after this failure. See Tables 14 and 15

for results. The approximate remagnetization level was 25%. Figures

50 and 51 show the voltage waveshape from the final magnetization.
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TABLE 14

FLUX MEASUREMENT OF THE ROTOR DISC ASSEMBLED DEMAGNETIZED
- FINAL MAGNETIZATION

FLUX PER POLE
POLE FLUX METER (FLUX METER CONSTANT
NO. READING IN VOLTS 1V = looK LINES)

1 O.470V 47,000 lines
2 0.355V 35,500 lines
3 0.450V 45,000 lines
4 0.230V 23,000 lines
5 0.390V 39,000 lines
6 0.151V 15,100 lines
7 0.370V 37,000 lines
8 0.235V 23,500 lines
9 0.468V 46,800 lines

10 0.192V 19,200 lines
11 0.460V 46,000 lines
12 0.170V 17,000 lines
13 0.427V 42,700 lines
14 0.140V 14,000 lines

TABLE 15

GENERATED L-N VOLTAGE OF ROTOR DISC ASSEMBLED DEMAGNETIZED MAGNETS
- FINAL MAGNETIZATION

GENERATED VOLTAGE
SHAFT SPEED GENERATED VOLTAGE FREQUENCY

1000 RPM 0.586 Volts 117 HZ
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Figure 50. Generated Voltage Waveshape -Pull Coil Final Magnetization

Figure 51. Generate d Wtge'avsp -St ,It e Winging Final
Magne i '.nt i en
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SECTION IV

DISCUSSION

1. MAGNET DEMAGNETIZATION SELECTION AND FVALUATION OF 'IAGNETS

The specifications for the magnets used in this study were a-s '

B >9200 gauss, H >8500 Oersteds, and (BH) max>20 MGOe. The as-rciv&d

magnets were from a batch that supposedly met the specifications.

however, based on measurements accomplished, six of the magnets fi

on the basis of B and two of the six magnets failed due to low ener,-:
product (BH)a. This is not to imply that the vendor shipped magnets

max
that did not meet the specification. Rather, it is more likely that

variability in magnetic measurements accounts for the difference. 1t

is unlikely that two measurement systems will agree closer than -1- cn

B or H and +2% on (BH) so it should not be surprising that some
r c max'

magnets accepted by one measurement group will be rejected by another.

The question is how to minimize disagreements? In this study the open-

circuit magnetization, 47Jo, was used as--measured with a Helmholtz

detection system, to obtain information on the effect of temperature,

and thermal demagnetization treatments. This was found to be a sensi-

tive, reproducible method that takes only a few seconds for making the

actual measurement. Another method used in this study was the extrac-

tion of the magnet from a close-Zitting coil to provide data for calc-

ulating the open-circuit induction, B In this method it is importan:

to have a close-fitting coil. It was found that because of the small

variability in the dimensions of the sample magnets, it was necessar'

to build the coil for the largest specimen. As a result, the coil

was loose for the smallest magnets.

The design engineer starts with the B:H curve: however, in the final

evaluation of the magnet quality, it is not necessary to measure the

fixture B:H curve. A single measurement may be sufficient. If it is
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assumed (in the present study) that the most important magnetic sn,--

ification is the (B:H) value, zhen either the 4-.° or B value
max o o

sufficient to evaluate the magnetic quality for acceptance or rejection.

In Figures 19 and 52 the relation between 4-J and (BH)max , and B
0 ma' 0

and (BH)max is given. Thus it would be possible to use either B0 or

4iJ asurements as a basis for accepting or rejecting a magnet in-

stead of measuring the B:H curve in order to obtain the (B:H)max value.

For example, in Figures 19 and 52, a B value greater than 5950 gauss

and a 4 o greater than 9100 gauss would be equivalent to a (B:H),ax

value greater than 20 MGOe. Furthermore, it seems advisable to speci-

fy that the peak magnetizing field for the acceptance test be identi-

cal to that to be used in the in-place magnetization fixture.

2. REMAGNETIZATION FIXTURE

The extremely high magnetization ampere-turns necessary to expose the

magnets of the rotor disc to a sufficient magnetization level requires

the fixture to be capable of withstanding very high forces. These

forces are particularly high in the magnetizing conductor in the end-

turn area. This task is made doubly difficult since metallic support

susceptible to eddy current induction during magnetization. should not

be used. Also the space, particularly for the winding inside the ro-

rotor inside diameter, is severely restricted because of the rotor

disc geometry.

The above difficulties coupled with the very high powered, high voltage

magnetizer required for magnetization of this particular complex rotor

structure is theoretically possible. The results of this study indi-

cate that achieving remagnetization may be impossible from a pracical

sense.
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SECTION V

RECOMMENDATION

1. DEMAGNETIZATION AND REMAGNETIZATION

The equipment used in this study for thermal demagnetization consisted

of a furnace surrounded by two large magnetizing coils. In the design

of a manufacturing facility for thermal demagnetization i is recom-

mended that the demagnetizing solenoid, or system, be separate from

the furnace. The important factor is that the specimen be hot (e.g.

4500C) when exposed to the ac or dc field.

Another option is to expose the magnet to a demagnetizing field greater

than the nominal Hci before heating the specimen to a temperature near

450 C rather than the reverse practice.

In the selection of magnets for a magnetization-in-place program.

it is recommended that the peak magnetizing field be no higher than

the expected field to be realized in the in-place magnetization fix-

ture.

23

22 -

(BH) max
. /"" Scecification

MGOe

19- .TD + 30 KOet As Received

18 - -, - __ 4

8.6 8.8 9.0 9.2 94 9.6 9.8

4nJo. Kilogauss

Figure 52. Data Showing Relatn 3et'.ven B and 75
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